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ACTIVATING GEOTHERAPY AND GLOBAL BIOETHICS

1. Creating a global bioethics. Transforming the Earth into
a stable and unpolluted ecosystem will depend on the will of its
peoples. The will must be nurtured by accurate information about
the state of the planet and possibilities for the betterment and
survival of the Biosphere, which is presently disturbed by human
numbers and lifestyles. Possibilities of improving the biosphere
correspond to "geotherapy", care of the Earth.

Improving the

health of the biosphere (including humanity) requires a conscious
programme of geotherapy. Like medical therapy, geotherapy should
use the latest scientific information,
sense to diagnose patient Earth's ills,

experience and common
prescribe a corrective

regime and apply it in a disciplined manner, without
exaggeration, to establish vigorous health.
Geotherapeutic measures must be motivated,

that is they must

be acceptable to and desired by all peoples. The principles of
global bioethics should serve as a guide for geotherapy, our
future cultural evolution and the biological evolution of other
species, which we ineluctably control. Global bioethics is not an
existing system for export from industrialized countries; it
should be a common synthesis of all countries.

It includes

accepting responsibility for delivering an improved world to our
descendants. Its immediate task is to identify a human consensus
on desires and will for the future. The rational base for global
bioethics should come from a scientific understanding of the
Earth,

its history, processes and inhabitants. To go with this

understanding a global philosophy for bettering life is essential
to the well-being and survival of our species and others.
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Dear Dr Qian,
This four page proposal for a programme in geotherapy has
been written in consultation with seven other members of the
INQUA Geotherapy group (H. Faure, T.J. Goreau, T. Greenland,
N.A. Morner, J. Pernetta, B. Salvat and V.R. Potter). It thus
represents a rapid consensus by the group on the framework for
a geotherapy programme. We hope you will find it interesting
and look forward to hearing from you. We welcome any opportunity
to contribute to the UNCED process.
Is this fax _submission sufficient or should it be followed
by a mailed copy (or copies)?
Incidentally, did you not receive my fax of 8 October?
I never got an answer.
Yours sincerely,

Richard Grantham
Professor Emeritus
President of Geotherapy group,
INQUA Global Change project

